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The booklet contains additional
information on the items found in the

ELhyme 2022 Mystery Boxes.

Have a Question, Contact Us: admin@elhyme-inspiration.com



Stoneware Pitcher

Hand-Made Chindi Rug
Hand-Made Chindi Rug created
from cotton and leather strips.
Use in an entryway, next to your
bed as an accent piece. Colors:
Neutral or Denim
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Stoneware pitcher; white or slate.
Use for fresh cut flowers or fill it

up with juice, water or even
sangria. Assorted Colors White or

Slate



Nautical Knot Trivet

Hand-Made Chindi Rug
Hand-Made Chindi Rug created
from cotton and jute. Use in an
entryway, next to your bed as an
accent piece, in the kitchen as a
mat. 
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Handmade with jute roping,
could be used as a trivet, wall

decor, or under a heavy plant to
add texture to a natural scene.



Reverie Wick Candles

Stoneware Camp Mug
These well made large mugs that
can be used for any hot beverage. 
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Our favorite soy candles, hand
poured in small batches from
Queens, NY. Tiffany creates

amazing scents. Tea tranquility or
Christmas Cheer are found in our

Mystery Boxes.



Fair Trade Salt and Pepper
Shaker Set

Hande-Made Rattan
Coasters

These hand-made coasters come
in a golden or whitewashed
colors. Add texture to any decor
style. Sturdy enough to hold
most drinkware 
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Hand painted salt and pepper set
are ink blank with white designs,
beautiful enough to sit on a tray
or gathered together with other

kitchen items on a counter.



Laser - Cut Volitive Candle
Holder

Barn-Wood Pedestel
Hand carved from Barn-Wood ,
these distressed pedestals are
beautiful when elevating your
favorite decor; candle, surround
with wood beads, bunny figurine
(found in our Spring Box)
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Designed from Vibsha out of NY.
Laser cut wavy design looks

beautiful in the evening as the
candle light warms any space



Round Gold Candle Holder

Cotton Pillow Case
All Cotton neutral color
pillowcase with rows of tassels
going down on each side. Fits 20
x 20 Pillow
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These delicate gold orb candle
holder glows when a lit candle is
placed inside, warming a space

instantly.



Solid wood tray with 3
Vases

Large Bed Spread
Cotton polyester blend bread
spread is large enough for a King
bed or can easily fit a Queen. Use
alone in the summer months or
layer with down comfortable in
teh winter. Fold it and lay at the
foot of the bed giving guests
another option for warmth at
night. Gray or Denim
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This solid wood tray with 3
different size milk-colored vases
can be displayed alone or with

fresh cut/dried flowers



Blue Team Towel

Tin Carriage Lantern
From Dutch County Pennsylvania
this gorgeous lantern can be used
with candles, fresh greenery or a
way to showcase a special item.
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Astrid all cotton tea towel with
Navy tassels, can be used every

day and pretty enough to be
displayed in the kitchen.



Blue Team Towel

Small Dream Box
Hand-carved round wood dream
box with Mother of Pearl inlay is
great place to keep jewelry or
small trinkets.
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Astrid all cotton tea towel with
Navy tassels, can be used every

day and pretty enough to be
displayed in the kitchen.



Wood Lantern w/ Beaded
Handles

Wood Spoon w/ Beaded
Handle

Wood spoon with beaded handle
w/ spoon rest. Made of mango
wood this duo will make a
beautiful edition to your cookery.
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ELhyme's favorite lantern has a
unique style and could be used all
year long; candle, fresh greenery,
fill up with shells or pinecones. 



Two Tin Trays

Wood Pears

These wood pears are unstained
and beautifully carved. Add to
any decor scene for a natural
look.
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Multiple uses for these trays;
serve pastries or bread, arrange

succulents on each tray add wood
beads to create an indoor mini

garden. 



Recipe Holder

Fontera Cannister

Porcelain canister with a wood
top that secures with a rubber
ring. Use as a salt cellar, tea jar,
sugar, the list goes on...
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Wood recipe holder and stand.
Handwrite your favorite recipe
and display in the kitchen. Give

as a gift, great way to pass down
family recipes; as wedding gift or
to a  son/daughter who have left

home.



Cotton Throw

Marble Cutting Board

Beautiful solid marble cutting
board with leather string can be
used as a cutting board, meat and
cheese platter or group everyday
items such as salt/pepper shaker,
coasters on it for clean look on
your countertop
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This all-cotton throw has a
chevron design and tassels. Super
soft and holds up in the wash, if
dried expect some shrinkage and
it only gets softer. Colors; gray,

beige, navy and dark gray



Marble Dish

Wood Beads

Black wood beads with a jute
tassel. Black is a grounding
coloring, and these beads will fit
in any decor style; place in a tray
with candles, around a plant or
draped from a handle/
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Hand-carved marble dish is
unique piece; Use with a tea light
on a nightstand, place a shower
sponge on a bathtub or next to
the kitchen sink to hold your

bottle brush.



Copper-plate measuring
Spoons

Wrought Iron Candlestick

Black wrought iron candlestick
has a modern update with a tray
as a base, offering stability
regardless of what surface it's
place on.
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Beautiful copper-plated
measuring spoons add a flare to

everyday cooking..



Cotton Tea Towels

Stoneware Bowls

Neutral colored stoneware bowls
are beautiful, particularly paired
with natural wood. Use as catch-
all bowl, a candleholder or a bowl
for hot tea.
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These super soft and absorbent
tea towels will be the first ones
you grab from the drawer. Two

types;  striped or checkered.



Runner w/ Tassels

Blanca Vase
Beautiful natural white vase that
could be filled with natural
pappas grass, or dried florals. Can
be used all year long and
compliments all decor styles. 
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This gorgeous high-quality runner
is all cotton, lined on the

backside and has cotton tassels.
Use as a runner on a dining room

table or as a soft textile on a
buffet or console paired with

seasonal home decor.



Geo Canister

Barn-Wood Frame
This frame is American hand
crafted and made of barn-wood.
Size picture/photo 4 x 6 
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Geo Canister with wood top and
raised print on all sides can be

used as an updated element to a
bathroom, foyer table or in the

kitchen.



Wood Tray

Bottle Brush
Economically sustainable this
bottle brush handle is made of
bamboo, while the brush portion
comes from coconut fibers. 
 Pretty addition to any counter-
top.
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Hand-carved Wood Tray could be
used with candles, wood beads,
or next to your sink to hold a

sponge or brush.



Fair Trade Gossamer
Candle Holder

Navy Black Platter
Navy Black Platters are
stoneware with raised artwork.
These platters can be used for
cheeses and meats or macaroons.
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This is why we love Fair Trade,
one-of-a-kind gossamer candle

holder is hand crafted. The
candle glows even when a candle

is not lit inside.



Woven Baskets

Hand Printed Pattern
Platter

Gorgeous Hand-Printed Platter
are made of stoneware with
raised pattern. These platters can
be used for cheeses and meats or
macaroons.
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Woven Baskets are great for
storage;  towels for guests, catch
all, or insert a plant to add warm
organic look to your greenery.



Rustic Wood Tray

"Live Simply" Wall Hook
with Canvas 

Gorgeous wall Hook would look
great in an entry way or in a
guest bedroom, could be used for
keys, dog leashes, hang wood
bead garland for a decorative
touch. The canvas has a slit that
could be used for important
documents, outgoing mail. 
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This rustic large wood tray
compliments any decor style; add
a candle or two with wood beads,

fills with air plants. 



Saffron - Colored Pillow

""Love you to the Moon
and Back"

Hang on a wall or place on a
foyer table with like-colored
accent pieces.
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High-Quality saffron-colored
pillow could be added to any

neutral color palette. Pair with
wood accent pieces and get an

eclectic look.


